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I. Choose the correct answer 

1. ……….. are added at the end of the movie clip. 

a) Credits         b. Titles       c. Images          

2. Artistic , Black and White Cinematic Mirror are types of _________ 

a)Transition       b. Visual effects        c. Titles    

3. …………… is used to preview the project. 

a)Storyboard     b. Visual Effects     c. Preview Monitor 

4. Title properties, like font size and text color can be changed from the ……… 

a) Project Menu b. Edit Menu     c. Format Tab             

5. You can reduce the duration of a video clip with the help of ……. Tool. 

a)Trim      b. Split      c. Speed   

6. To add pictures to your movie, click on….... 

a) Capture images   b) Capture video c) Import pictures  d)Import video 

7. Movements as one picture or video clip changes to another 

a) Effects b) Transitions c) Sequences d) Collections 

8. How can we test the movie? 

a)Select the first slide and then start the movie from Video Preview, b)We 

cannot c)Save it 

9. How do titles and credits let you enhance your movie? 

a)By adding text-based information to your movie b)Smaller segments of larges 

audio and video files c)Collections pane of Windows Movie Maker 

10. What type of file should you save your audio as to be able to import it correctly 

into a movie maker? 

a) .jpg b) .mov c).wav d).aud 

11. A file on your computer that containes an image, a clip, a soundtrack, or all the 

footage from your digital camera or phone: 

a)Storyboard  b)Source file  c) Project 
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